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8.2/9.1 Modeling and Solving Linear Systems Graphically and Algebraically

Bell Work Do the following systems of two linear equations have one solution, no solution, or an infinite number of
solutions? Explain your choice.

a) 6x-3y= 12
2x - y = 4
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b) y = x +7
x + y = 7
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Example 1: People can rent ski and snowboard equipment from two places at Whistler Resort. Option A charges a one-time
$30 fee and then $5 per hour. Option B charges $20 per hour.

a) Create a system of linear equations to model the rental charges.

Let y represent _ TVu, rosr- 

Letxrepresent V\UW\.\)ff 0^ {/V^jfA 

Option A: ^ c 10 (£>
Option B: (<t)

b) Solve the linear system algebraically. Then graph ^ —Hqq
the system. What does the solution represent? \
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Example 2: A movie theater charges $11 for an adult ticket and $8 for children's or senior's tickets. Suppose 240 people
went to see the movie and ticket sales totaled $2370.

a) The manager wants to know how many adults went to see the movie. What system of linear equations could help
the manager determine the answer?

Let a represent of-^djUA^, 

Letsrepresent  Mmk/O-f ftMUoyS ( ¦ : 

(Kt i -7-M0 —p 0
'hllb 0)

b) Solve the system algebraically.

& lA. © ^ ilH0^ + h ^ zll0 -27c

IbHo-WsrttrlZlb J £>^0
Therefore, | ^ D adults and ^ o children/seniors attended the movie.

Your Turn

1. Two grain bins are being emptied starting at the same time. The larger bin holds 40 m3 of grain. It is emptied at a
rate of 2m3 per minute. The smaller bin stores 30 m3 of grain. This bin is emptied at a rate of 1 m3 per minute.

a) Model the volume of grain remaining as a function of time using a system of linear equations.

MJ- \J rep- . (/s- Lio-fM (0
JjdC ^ /Xf 1M twYnbe/ of- sntMoKi ¦ (/^ -go -f

b) Solve the linear system algebraically. Then
graph the system. What does the solution
represent?
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2, Two pools start draining at the same time. The larger pool contains 100 L of water and drains at a rate of 25 L/min,
The smaller pool contains 80 L of water and drains at a rate of 10 L/min,

a) Model the draining of the pools algebraically using a system of linear equations,

1/ p&p fht i/olvmjt . \/' (O

JZU t ftp numbertf /niA • ^0 -(Otfy)

b) Solve the linear system algebraically.
Then graph the system. What does the
solution represent?
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3. During a performance by a theater company, the main act was on stage for 3 min less than twice the time of the
opening act. Together, the two acts performed.132 min.

a) Write a system of linear equations to represent the length of time each act performed.

JZSU m rey)' '/h*- 6W of ite- au-.

JOAJT a~ np- fhJL- AW o(- /M- ^ ¦
b) Solve the linear system algebraically. What does the solution represent?
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HW: Section 8.2 p. 440 #1,2,5,6,7, 8,11,17,18 OL.~
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